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Abstract: This review is devoted to discussion of the latest advances in design and applications of
boron imidazolate frameworks (BIFs) that are a particular sub-family of zeolite-like metal–organic
frameworks family. A special emphasis is made on nanostructured hybrid materials based on BIF
matrices and their modern applications, especially in environment remediation and energy conversion.
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1. Introduction

Currently, all highly ordered inorganic materials, i.e., zeolites, aluminophosphates and
metalaluminophosphates (MAPO), are the “corner stones” of the numerous industrial processes of a
major part of the global economy [1], such as oil refining, catalysis, adsorption, separation, food industry
and detergents production [2,3]. The functional zeolite-like materials have several characteristics
that determine their successful practical applications: robust three-dimensional inorganic framework,
high specific surface areas and homogeneous pore distribution in size and shape. More specific
exploitation of zeolitic materials depends on differences in their composition. In particular, zeolites or
aluminosilicate molecular sieves have pores or channels formed by alumina and silica tetrahedra linked
through oxygen bridges. It is pointed out in the numerous relevant publications that zeolite structures
are comprised of Si and/or Al tetrahedral metal ions (T) bridged by oxygen atoms (O, oxide ions) at
approximately 145◦ T–O–T angles that are a golden standard while designing and constructing the
novel practically important porous materials [4]. In turn, microporous aluminophosphate molecular
sieves, denoted as AlPO4-n, are constructed of AlO4

− and PO4
+ tetrahedral building blocks, and thus

the resulting networks are neutral [5–8]. Therefore, aluminophosphate structures have a much higher
degree of ionic character than those of aluminosilicate zeolites. One of the possibilities of the rational
design of open AlPO4-n frameworks is a substitution of the Al3+ tetrahedral sites by different metal
ions to yield metal-containing aluminophosphate (MAPO) molecular sieves (M = metal ion) [9].
The topology and pore system of the AlPO4 molecular sieves are varied in a broad range of different
structure types. Some of them are analogous to several zeolites. For instance, AlPO4-42, AlPO4-34 and
AlPO4-37 correspond to the zeolite A structure (Linde type A, LTA), chabazite structure (CHA) and
faujasite structure (FAU), respectively [10].

Thanks to worldwide applications and importance of zeolites and zeolite-like materials, the search
for new zeolites becomes the focus of an increased year-by-year research interest. In the course of these
endeavors, considerable efforts have been devoted to the preparation of new zeolites with novel porous
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architectures and compositions. The next stage in the development of the zeolitic nanoporous materials
is a discovery of metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) around twenty years ago. MOFs are a novel type
of hybrid inorganic–organic matrices synthesized in the form of three-dimensional frameworks with
micro/mesoporous structures [11,12]. Analogous to zeolites, MOF structures can be represented as a
combination of organic polytopic molecules (linkers) and metal ions or small inorganic clusters [13,14].
In this way, an important goal in the design of the zeolite related chemistry was achieved, namely to
create structures that mimic features of zeolites, first, by assembling the organic building blocks and
metal ions into the zeotype framework [15,16]. Therefore, MOF materials are determined in some
literature as metal-organic zeolites [17].

Metal–organic frameworks share a number of structural characteristics of highly ordered
inorganic matrices, such as zeolites, zeolite-like molecular sieves including (silico)aluminophosphates
(ALPO4, SAPO, MAPO) and metal-containing silicoaluminophosphate (MSAPO) [18], namely a
three-dimensional framework, high specific surface area and homogeneous distribution of pores
in sizes and shapes. Along with these characteristics, MOF matrices have unique physical and
chemical properties, namely the possibility of the rational design of the framework in terms of the
structure, pore geometry and composition of the framework by the judicious choice of organic and
inorganic building blocks, framework flexibility, as well as exceptionally high porosity, low crystal
density and fully open porous structure. Moreover, functional characteristics may be further tuned
by modification according to post-synthesis and in situ approaches. In particular, the incorporation
of various functionalities in the metal–organic building blocks by applying the concept of secondary
building units (SBUs), which have well-defined geometrical shapes leaving intact the synthesis course.
Thus, the different topologies of MOF materials can be achieved by varying the arrangement of
SBUs [19,20].

Therefore, functional MOF materials have a higher degree of designability and adjustability for
a number of specific tasks. Currently, metal–organic frameworks attract intense research attention
due to their potential applications in catalysis, gas storage/separation, adsorptive water remediation,
drug delivery, sensing, etc. [20–24]. In some of these applications, functional MOF materials compete
successfully with zeolites, which were previously exploited.

Of particular interest are metal–organic frameworks which mimic four-connected compositional
and topological features of zeolites. Zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) [25,26], zeolitic metal
organic frameworks (ZMOFs) [17], tetrahedral imidazolate frameworks (TIFs) [27] or boron imidazolate
frameworks (BIFs) [28] form a class of metal organic frameworks (MOFs) that can be considered as
expanded structural analogs of zeolites [29]. They are generally built from tetrahedral metal centers
bridged with ditopic ligands/linkers, where the metal–linker–metal bonding angles mimic those existing
in zeolite structures, resulting in materials with extended 3D frameworks [19] analogous to zeolitic
ones. Replacing the zeolitic bridging oxide ligands and the Si/Al centers with tetrahedral transition
metals not only results in a larger unit cell and pore sizes, but also has the added benefit of permitting
easy functionalization and access to a range of ligand and metal combinations. Ligand identity can also
affect the framework flexibility and stability, as the ligand substituents can protect the metal from a
nucleophilic attack, or steric interactions between ligand substituents can form a “secondary network”
that supports the framework architecture [30].

In particular, zeolite-like frameworks or zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) with structures
similar to conventional aluminosilicate zeolites are distinguished from other numerous metal–organic
frameworks. ZIFs networks with the prototypical zeolite four-connected topology (e.g., SOD, RHO,
LTA, etc.) are built of imidazolate linkers with various functional substituents and metal bivalent
ions. ZIF structures are built of M(im)4 (im = imidazolate) tetrahedra constructed by the coordination
between M2+ cations and im anions, where im units constitute the bridges connecting the metal
centers [31,32]. The bonding angle formed by imidazolates when bridging transition metals (M-im-M)
is close to the Si-O-Si bond angle (145◦) in zeolites, which gives rise to many different ZIF networks
with zeolite-like topological structures [33]. The representative ZIF matrices with zeolitic structures
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are shown in Figure 1. Their numerous fascinating properties provide potential utilization in a broad
range of applications including gas capture and separation, sensing, catalysis, electronic devices and
drug delivery [34].
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Figure 1. Representative crystal structures of ZIFs (the first three capital letters under each example
stand for the zeolite structure code). Reprinted with permission from [6].

One more member of the family of zeolite-like MOF materials, which is a rather close relative
to the ZIF structures, boron imidazolate frameworks (BIFs), was discovered ten years ago [15,35].
Boron imidazolate frameworks are formed by crosslinking of various pre-synthesized boron imidazolate
complexes (ligands or linkers) by metal cations. In other words, zeolite-like BIF structures are based
on two different tetrahedral nodes or building units, e.g., B3+ and M+,2+, such as Li+ and Cu+ [36,37].
The topology of boron imidazolate frameworks is similar to other important sub-class of zeolitic
materials—aluminophosphates (AlPO4).

Thus, zeolitic imidazolate frameworks and boron imidazolate frameworks can be regarded as the
genealogically close relatives, “cousins” in some sense. In particular, most of inorganic–organic hybrid
ZIFs matrices and BIFs structures adopt tunable zeolite-type topologies (e.g., SOD, RHO, LTA etc.) and
may have promising applications for gas storage and separation [31,35]. In this context, we intend to
outline a number (the more, the better) of distinct features of BIF matrices other than those of MOF
structures or even ZIF materials.

Since the basic design principles of the synthetic methodology to construct specifically topological
BIFs, especially, towards the zeolitic topologies, were discussed in the review by H.-X. Zhang, which was
published in 2016 [15], the authors avoid tentatively the discussion of such key aspects of the rational
design of BIF structures, e.g., charge-balancing and geometry principles. This mini-review can be
regarded to some extent as a “milestone” progress report, which discusses the recent advances in
the field of the BIFs investigations. The special emphasis is made on the design of BIF based hybrid
nanomaterials and their modern applications, i.e., environment remediation and biomedicine.

2. Rational Construction of Boron Imidazolate Frameworks

Currently, serious research efforts are paid to the rational design of particular BIF materials with
specific zeolitic topologies with a practical importance [15]. It is pointed out [37] that design principles
for BIF networks combine those applied for the creation of the classical MOF structures and covalent
organic frameworks (COFs) [38,39].

As zeolite-like MOF structures, BIF matrices are composed of topologically zeo-mimetic nets
based on three- or four-connected boron imidazolate ligands. Uniformly distributed 3/4-connected
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boron components that are three- or four-connected boron imidazolate linkers maintain the framework
integrity [40]. According to the modular synthesis principles, the pre-synthesized three-connected
HB(Im)3

− tripodal ligands and four-connected B(Im)4 tetrahedral ligands can be used as building
blocks for self-assembly of boron imidazolate frameworks mostly under solvothermal conditions.
This strategy assists to a more precise rational design of the boron imidazolate frameworks with an
appropriate topology needed for a specific task.

Despite the similarity of ZIFs and BIFs zeolite-like frameworks in terms of zeolite-like topology
and organic linkers based on substituted imidazoles, there are some differences in their structures.
ZIF structures are built of imidazolates with different substituent groups and bivalent metal ions (M2+)
(Figure 1). Boron imidazolate frameworks may be constructed of organic linkers in the form of boron
substituted by imidazolates in a tetrahedral configuration (boron imidazolate complexes) and bivalent
or monovalent metal ions.

In relation with the archetypic zeolite structure, to construct ZIFs, a typical strategy is the use of
divalent metal cations (Zn2+ in particular) and imidazolate ligands (Im) with different substituents to
replace Si4+ (Al3+) and O2− in zeolites, respectively [38]. Similar to how Al3+ and P5+ in microporous
AlPO4 matrices formally replace Si4+ in SiO2 units of classical zeolites, so do M+ and M2+ and B3+

nodes in BIF networks replace M2+ (M = Zn, Cd, Co, etc.) in ZIF structures [15,37] (Scheme 1).
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imidazolate linkers in terms of their capabilities to construct the boron imidazolate frameworks. In 
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Scheme 1. The similarity of coordination geometries between tetrahedral metalimidazolate and
aluminosilicates. ZIFs (left) versus BIFs (right) in terms of metal–imidazole–metal angles and distances.
Reprinted with permission from [15].

All BIF materials contain the ultra-lightweight element B constituting a strong covalent bond
(B-N) in the three- or four-connected boron imidazolate ligands (Scheme 2). These distinct features of
the boron imidazolate frameworks assist to their rational design for the specific task. Note that the
use of B3+ as the framework polyhedral node is very attractive from practical point of view because
boron is one of the lightest elements allowing to decrease the density of the produced BIF matrix [36].
For instance, some BIF materials, namely lithium–boron imidazolates, are regarded as promising
materials designated for hydrogen storage.
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It would be interesting to highlight the differences between tetradentate and tridentate boron
imidazolate linkers in terms of their capabilities to construct the boron imidazolate frameworks.
In particular, the most often reported BIF structures (along with ZIF frameworks) feature four-connected
zeotype topologies with the tetrahedral coordination mode of metal centers (metal ions). Accordingly,
the tetradentate boron imidazolate ligands link tetrahedral metal centers into boron imidazolate
frameworks with several zeotype topologies [28]. In turn, selected tridentate boron imidazolate ligands
in a combination, in some particular cases with additional or auxiliary carboxylate ligands, link metal
centers with the formation of the interrupted zeolite structure [41]. The zeolitic boron imidazolate
frameworks designed by this approach exhibit topologies, which associate with tailoring the pore size
and shape adjusted for specific applications [42].

In particular, the assembly of three-connected HB(im)3 linkers and three-connected metal centers
results in the formation of BIF materials with unique interrupted zeolite A (LTA) or ATN-type
frameworks [41]. A surplus is that HB(im)3

− linkers have the B–H bond, which can contribute to
hydrogen adsorption [35]. For instance, the use of the pre-synthesized BH(mim)3

− linkers for the BIF
material construction allows one to create the boron imidazolate frameworks BIF-20 and BIF-21 with
interrupted zeolite LTA and ATN topologies, respectively (Table 1) [41].

Table 1. Some practically relevant BIF structures.

BIF Structure Composition Topology Pore Diameter, nm Application Reference

BIF-6 CuBH(im)3]n Stacked ladder-like chain Mechanochromic properties [43]

BIF-20 Zn2(BH(mim)3)2(obb) 3-Connected; interrupted LTA 1.2, 1.6, 0.31 Gas adsorption; reduction
catalysis with Ag and Au-NP [41]

BIF-24 {Zn3[HB (mim)3]4} (NO3)2 (3,4)-Connected; ctn H2 storage, CO2 adsorption,
light hydrocarbon separation [35]

BIF-26 Zn4[BH(bim)3]4NO3)4 M4B4 cage-based [44]

BIF-27 Zn4[BH(dm-bim)3]4.(CO2)4 M4B4 cage-based [44]

BIF-32 Zn4[B(im)4]4Cl4 M4B4 cage-based 1.07 × 1.88 [44]

BIF-33 Zn/Cu6[BH(im)3]8]I4·

8H2O M6B8 cage-based CO2 photocatalytic reduction [44,45]

BIF-34 [CuBH(dm-bim)3]n_(solvent)x 2D Stacked ladder-like chain Mechanochromic properties [46]

BIF-36 [CuBH(dm-bim)3] 2D Stacked ladder-like chain

Reduction catalysis with
Au–Ag–Pd-NP;
Precursor for
borocarbonitride—high
temperature conductor; adsorbent
for 4-nitrophenol

[47]

BIF-38 (CuHB(im)3
2-Fold interpene
trating; ths mechanochromic properties [48]

BIF-39(M) MB(im)4·0.5C2O4 (M = Zn, Mn,
Cu, Cd) (4,4)-Connected layers Reduction catalysis with

Au–Pd-NP [49]

BIF-40 [CuBH(bim)3]n 2D Stacked ladder-like chain Mechanochromic properties [43]

BIF-41 [CoB(im)4(ad)0.5] 3.5H2O (4,5)-Connected; GIS derivative 0.7; 0.34 × 0.45—windows;
0.5 × 0.5—1D channels Gas adsorption [42]

BIF-42 CdB(im)4(ndc)0.5] DMF ABW derivative; tcj/hc 0.4 × 0.5—windows; [42]

BIF-51 [Cd(ac)B(im)4]·DMF ABW Luminescent emission and sensor
of nitrobenzene [50]

BIF-51 [Cd(ac)B(im)4]·DMF ABW 0.45 × 1.16 channels Ag-NP@BIF-51
Catalytic reduction [50]

BIF-58 Co4[BH(bim)3]4.
(OH)3.BF4

M4B4 cage-based Photocatalyst to degrade
organic dyes [44]

BIF-73 CdBH(im)3
.(dobdc)0.5

. DMF 2D Stacked layered 0.334
Electrocatalysis in the 2D
nanosheet form and doped
with Fe3+

[51]

BIF-77 CdB(im)4 0.5(abdc) tcj Ag-NP@BIF-77 nanohybrid for
photocatalytic degradation of MB [52]

BIF-80 CdB(im)4 (dht)0.5 tcs [53]

BIF-81 Cd3[B(im)4]2(btc)3
{42.6}{43}{44.62}2{46.66.83}{47.611.810}
Topology

Photoluminescence properties
with La3+ ions [53]

BIF-89 CdB(im)4(btec)0.5·H2O 3D Structure Electrocatalysis [54]

BIF-91 CoB(im)4(ndc)0.5 3D Structure Electrocatalysis [40]

BIF-101
Co1.5(OiPr)0.5(OH)0.5
(H2O)(HB(mim)3)
(nbdc)

3D Pillar-layered structure
Heterogeneous co-catalyst
exhibits efficient CO2
photocatalytic reduction

[55]

Zn-BIF Zn2(BH(2-mim)3)2(obb) 3D Structure Large cavities
M-NP@ Zn-BIF
Catalytic reduction,
antibacterial properties

[56]

An obvious method for the construction of the mixed (3,4)-connected boron imidazolate framework
is an integration of three-connected HB(im)3

− linkers with tetrahedral metal centers as M2+ ions [28].
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An example is the boron imidazolate framework BIF-24 (Table 1) comprising (3,4)-connected nets with
a rare ctn energetically stable topology constructed from the HB(mim)3

− ligands and tetrahedral Zn2+

centers [35].
Abbreviations used in the table: abdc, 2-aminobenzene-1,4-dicarboxylate; ad, adipate; btc,

benzene-1,3,5-tricarboxylate; bim, benzimidazolate; bipy, 2,2′-bipyridine; btec, benzene-1,2,4,5-
tetracarboxylate; dht, dihydroxyterephthalate (dihydroxybenzene-1,4-dicarboxylate); dm-bim,
5,6-dimethylbenzimidazolate; DMF, N,N-dimethylformamide); dobdc, dihydroxybenzene-
1,4-dicarboxylate; im, imidazolate, MB, methylene blue; mim=2-methylimidazolate; nbdc,
2-nitro-benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate; ndc, 2,6-naphthalenedicarboxylate; NP, nanoparticles; obb,
4,4′-oxybis(benzoate); OiPr, isopropyl alcohol.

This BIF-24 material may have a potential application as a promising adsorbent for some gases
(its adsorption properties is discussed in the next section).

Another efficient way to construct the boron imidazolate frameworks with mixed connectivity is
employing mixed linkers strategy for the design of these zeolite-like networks that is not restricted
to purely tetrahedral nets. Thus, a distinct way for constructing the zeolite-like BIF materials,
including networks with interrupted zeolite structures, is to replace partially the imidazolate linkers in
boron imidazolate frameworks for dicarboxylate ones [35,53].

The BIF-20 matrix displaying a neutral interrupted zeolite LTA structure (Table 1) mentioned
above was prepared using tripodal BH(mim)3

− linkers and auxiliary obb linkers. This material is
formed as an unusual tetrahedral framework with debonded α and β cages as large cavities [41]. It is
well known that zeolite A (LTA) is a very popular member of zeolite family because of its large-scale
industrial applications [57]. A construction of a BIF material with Zeolite A topology that is a typical
four-connected tetrahedral framework with a lower connectivity may lead to an interesting open
architecture with an expanded ring size and enhanced functional characteristics for diverse potential
applications. Note that some potential application fields for the BIF-20 material are discussed in the
next sections.

Using the mixed linker is an efficient strategy for the construction of typical tetrahedral zeolite BIF
structures containing two kinds of tetrahedral centers, e.g., B (boron) and four-connected M cations
(e.g., Li+, Cu+, Co2+ and Zn2+), which are connected by imidazolate ligands and auxiliary linkers.
This strategy is based on the principle of charge balancing for the final boron imidazolate framework.
For instance, a series of neutral BIF matrices including the zeolite type structures (e.g., ACO and ABW)
was synthesized starting from pre-synthesized four-connected boron imidazolate ligands (B(im)4) and
ML+ (L = CH3COO−, Br−) building blocks based on tetrahedral M2+ cations and uni-charged negative
auxiliary carboxylate ligands, e.g., oxalate, acetate, bromide) and M2+ (M = Cu, Zn, Mn, and Cd)
ions [37,50]. Thus, two zeolitic BIF materials (BIF-22 and BIF-23) were obtained by using octahedral
divalent metal centers [37].

In some cases, supplementary linkers based on organic acids allow one to manipulate with
metal node connectivity in the resulted boron imidazolate framework. This is a way to the pore
space partition in zeotype frameworks to which BIF matrices belong. For instance, a zeolitic boron
imidazolate framework, BIF-51, with ABW topology was constructed using pre-synthesized Bim4

–

ligands and [Cd(CH3COO)]- building blocks (Table 1) [50]. The strategy to form the tetrahedral metal
node involves reducing six-coordinate to four-connectivity by using acetate ion as a chelating ligand.
Thus, a + 1 charged [M2+(ac)−]+ (M1/4 = transition metal; ac = acetate) unit matching to a − 1 charged
Bim4

− unit assembled to four-connected zeolitic frameworks (Scheme 3) [49]. An example of this
strategy is the BIF-51 matrix of the ABW-type, which can be used as a sensor of nitrobenzene due to
luminescent properties [50].
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An appropriate usage of the mixed linker approach involving using pre-synthesized boron
imidazolate linkers in a combination with polycarboxylate ligands for the construction of the BIF
materials may result in the pore partition for a number of structures. In particular, replacing a chelating
ligand such as acetate by a bridging dicarboxylate ligand results in cross-linking of one linker with
each other via metal coordination centers. In turn, it results in the pore space partition in the zeolitic
network (Figure 2) [42,58]. Thus, this approach results in generating pore space partition in zeolitic
boron imidazolate frameworks via adding surplus linkers.Crystals 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 8 of 36 
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The practically important pore space partition in zeolite-like nets of BIF matrices can be also
provided by using bridging dicarboxylate ligands. This strategy was used for the construction
of (4, 5)-connected zeolitic frameworks by employing the tetradentate B(im)4 ligands and linear
dicarboxylate linkers. According to this approach, a GIS-type boron imidazolate framework BIF-41 and
an ABW-type BIF-42 (Table 1) were constructed using different dicarboxylate linkers, i.e., adipate and
2,6-naphthalenedicarboxylate [42].

In the BIF-41 structure, the B(im)4 ligands connect the Co2+ nodes into a typical four-connected
GIS-type framework, while the bridging adipic acid ligands act as additional bonds to link two
adjacent Co centers. The Co-B connectivity in the BIF-41 structure features a previously unknown (4,
5)-connected net, which is derived from the zeolite of GIS topology by adding one linker for each
Co center.

Note that GIS topology in the BIF-41 structure differs from the classical one. Generally, the net
with GIS topology consists of channels with eight-ring openings in two directions and these channels
intersect each other to form a three-dimensional channel system [42]. On the contrary, the BIF-41 matrix
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contains a 1D channel system with the channel window size about 5 × 5 Å, because the channel in
the other direction has been partitioned into multiple domains by the bridging dicarboxylate (namely,
adipate) ligands. Thus, in the BIF-41 structure, a distorted GIS-cage with the pore size about 0.7 nm in
diameter is formed.

As mentioned above, this strategy can be extended to other BIF structures with zeolite-like
topology. Thus, another ABW-type boron imidazolate framework, BIF-42, with pore space partition
was constructed. The distinct topologies of the BIF-41 and BIF-42 matrices may be raised from the
use of different dicarboxylate linkers, ad for the BIF-41 structure and ndc for the BIF-42 framework
(Table 1). The authors of [42] highlighted the peculiarities of the mechanism of the formation of the
zeolite-like BIF materials. This templating mechanism is in remarkable contrast with the mechanism
based on the link-link interactions in ZIF matrices and the structure directing agents in zeolites.

Similar to the BIF-41 structure, each tetrahedral Cd2+ center in the BIF-42 structure adopts CdN4O2

distorted octahedral coordination geometry and is coordinated by four nitrogen atoms from the B(im)4

ligands and two chelate carboxylate oxygen atoms from the bridging ndc ligand. However, the B(im)4
–

linkers connect the Cd2+ nodes into a typical four-connected ABW-type framework, in which the ndc
linkers connecting two adjacent Cd2+ centers cause the pore space partition in the BIF-42 network.
The pore space partition patterns for the BIF-41 and BIF-42 matrices are also found. The redundant
ndc linkers in the BIF-42 structure partition one large channel into two small channels occupied
by disordered DMF molecules and the windows size decreased from 10 × 5 to 4 × 5 Å. The Cd-B
connectivity in the BIF-42 matrix features a (4, 5)-connected net with the tcj/hc topology, which is
derived from the zeolite ABW topology.

The separation of the relatively large free space inside the pores may contribute in some specific
applications, e.g., small molecules adsorption such as CO2, for the BIF functional materials. An example
is a design and synthesis of two BIF matrices with ABW and GIS topologies [52]. In this way, the BIF-77
structure with GIS topology (Table 1) was constructed. Cd2+ nodes are connected via B(im)4 and
2-abdc linkers connecting the Cd centers with formation of an open 3D framework with accessible
pore volume about 23.2%. The authors suggest that, without the 2-abdc ligands, the Cd2+ and B3+

coordination centers would be solely linked by the im ligands into a four-connected network with
hcp topology. Under conditions of the presence of the 2-abdc ligands in the structure, the framework
displays a tcj topology. Thus, this work provides an efficient route towards the construction of the
functional BIFs materials with different substituted groups in the supplementary organic linkers.

Generally, the use of the mixed linkers strategy for the BIF structure construction may result
in enrichment of a number of useful properties, e.g., photoluminescence. For instance, Cd2+ nodes,
phenylene polycarboxylate and B(im)4 linkers were used for constructing two boron imidazolate
frameworks, i.e., neutral BIF-80 and anionic BIF-81 frameworks (Table 1) with remarkable luminescence
properties [53].

An interesting example of the BIF structure based on metal centers with two different coordination
environments is the boron imidazolate framework BIF-95, which is based on the in situ generated +1
and 0 mixed charged metal nodes, such as Zn2+ and Zn+ ions and 3D pillared-layer structure [59].
It was suggested that this is a useful way for the construction of neutral BIF structures by manipulating
with charges of the metal ions.

A particularly promising approach for the creation of the extended BIF networks involves using the
pre-synthesized metal–organic cages (MOCs) as building blocks. MOCs or metal organic polyhedrons
(MOPs) according to Yaghi [60,61] feature some favorable properties, such as chemical stability in acidic
and basic media and solubility, confined voids and particular structures. Therefore, metal–organic
cages may have potential applications in molecular recognition and catalysis [62,63]. The typical MOC
structure is presented in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. (a) The cubic cage in the BIF-26 framework. (b) The cubic cage in the BIF-27 framework. (c) The
cubic cage in the BIF-58 framework. (d) The packing of cages in the BIF-27 framework. Color codes:
Zn, pale blue; Co, lavender; B, purple; O, red; C, gray; N, blue. Partial H atoms are omitted for clarity.
Reprinted with permission from [44].

The preparation of the BIF structures using MOCs is based on cage-based self-assembly for some
zeolites and other porous frameworks. Actually, the cubic a-cage is a well-known secondary building
unit in many zeolite structures [58]. The discrete MOCs are often considered as ideal building blocks for
the construction of extended porous metal organic frameworks [64]. In this field, particular attention is
paid to the single-crystal transformation of MOGs to extended open metal–organic frameworks [65].
Note that a common way for creating the discrete cubic boron imidazolate cages involves divalent
metal centers with tetrahedral coordination geometry [66,67].

In particular, the solubility properties allow one to use MOC structures for the construction of
BIF materials under solvothermal synthesis conditions involving generally heating of the reagent’s
solution. Note that the common strategy for the BIFs synthesis involves using the pre-synthesized
BIm4 and HBim3 linkers. Therefore, the possible complications arising from side reactions because
of B–H bond lability in HBim3 linkers could prevent the appropriate BIF structure construction.
Using pre-synthesized MOCs as building blocks may prevent this hindrance. This strategy involves
self-assembly of discrete metal boron imidazolate cages comprising tetradentate boron imidazolate
ligands in two-dimensional BIF frameworks. However, despite this approach efficiency, there are only
limited examples of its use for the BIF construction. An example is the formation of zeolite type BIF
matrices with a or b cage substructures prepared using a cubic cage (M4L4) and two dodecahedral
cages (M6L8) with Zn2+ and Cu2+ ions (L = imidazolate ligand) according to cage self-assembly [44].
The principle of self-assembly of the dodecahedral cage (M6L8) is shown in Figure 4 [45].
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Following the strategy of the segmented cages technology in order to extend the cubic cage
structure to an open BIF framework, tetradentate boron imidazolate ligands were applied for replacing
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tridentate boron imidazolate ligands. In this way, tetradentate boron imidazolate ions not only can act
as cage ligands but also extend cages to frameworks serving as bridge linkers. The typical isolated
boron imidazolate cage (M4L4) was designed by applying the tetrahedral Zn(II) center and tridentate
boron imidazolate ligands. For the classical cubic cage, the tetrahedral metal center is formed by Zn2+

or Co2+ ions in a combination with different tridentate boron imidazolate ligands. Following this
methodology, cubic cages were constructed using tridentate boron imidazolate ligands for further
linking tetrahedral metal centers Zn2+ and Co2+ in the designed BIF framework.

The self-assembly of tridentate boron imidazolate ligands and tetrahedral coordination centers
under solvothermal conditions was applied for the formation of extended porous boron imidazolate
frameworks from the metal boron imidazolate cages. Tetradentate boron imidazolate ligands in the
cage impart the additional connectivity, which is required for self-assembly of boron imidazolate cages
into boron imidazolate frameworks.

Following this strategy determined as segmented cage technology, three cage-based boron
imidazolate compounds (BIF-26/27/58) and a boron imidazolate framework (BIF-32) were synthesized
(Figures 3 and 5) [44]. In this way, the BH(bim)3

− (bim = benzimidazolate) ligands and BH(dm-bim)3
−

(dm-bim = 5, 6-dimethylbenzimidazolate) ligands were used to synthesize BIF-26, BIF-58 and BIF-27
matrices, respectively (Table 1). According to a structural study, each cubic cage in the BIF-26 and
BIF-27 structures comprises four Zn2+ ions and four boron imidazolate ligands (Figure 3), where the
Zn2+ and B3+ ions were linked by benzimidazolate and dimethylbenzimidazolate building blocks,
respectively. In turn, the boron imidazolate framework BIF-58 is constructed of four Co2+ ions and
four HB(bim)3

− ligands serving as cubic cages.
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An example of a self-assembly of Zn2+ boron imidazolate cages in a combination with inorganic I–

anions is the formation of the porous BIF-33 framework [44]. For this purpose, the following discrete
structures of cages were utilized: (1) three coordination sites of tetrahedral Zn centers were coordinated
by the boron imidazolate ligands, while the fourth one was linked with a special anion or guest
molecule; and (2) the isolated M6L8 cages were linked by a bridging linker I−. Thus, these cubic cages
may be assembled in the high-dimensional porous frameworks by particular linkers connecting the
Zn2+ nodes.

Another approach is to insert directly an additional connectivity to the formed boron imidazolate
framework by applying the tetradentate boron imidazolate ligands [44]. Because tetradentate boron
imidazolate ligands are used, the fourth imidazolate group may connect the formed cage sub-structures
into extended frameworks. The BIF-32 framework with the cubic cage sub-structure (Table 1) was
synthesized by using tetradentate B(im)4

- ligands (im = imidazolate). An example is the self-assembly
of the metal boron imidazolate cages involving tridentate boron imidazolate ligands and tetrahedral
Zn2+ center into extended porous boron imidazolate frameworks under solvothermal conditions.
The BIF-32 structure is a 2D framework with the ZnBH(im)4 cage sub-structure. In the BIF-32 material,
four B(im)4

- ligands connect four Zn2+ ions to form the cubic Zn4[B(im)4]4Cl4 cage with four imidazolate
groups. Furthermore, these imidazolate groups are linked together by the ZnCl2 units, resulting in the
formation of a 2D framework comprising cubic cages. It is interesting that the coordination linkage
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between four adjacent cubic cages generates additional porous space with dimension of 10.7–18.8 Å2

in the 2D structure.
By exploring this method for the BIF materials construction, it was found that the functional

group of imidazole in boron imidazolate ligands impact on the formation of the boron imidazolate
cages and boron imidazolate frameworks on their basis. The cage-based BIF materials designed in this
way may have promising potential applications like BIF-58 matrix, which can act as the photocatalyst
to degrade organic dyes.

At the end of this section, it would be useful to outline some peculiarities of the two-step synthesis
strategy for BIF materials in comparison to the ZIFs structures. First, the predictability of the BIF
synthesis is worth noting. To date, over one hundred different metal–ligand ZIF compositions have
been realized, adopting over sixty different tetrahedral topological variants of the framework [26].
Normally, ZIF materials along with other MOF structures can be synthesized by one-step self-assembly
approach. Note that, in some cases, syntheses of ZIF materials lacks reproducibility and yields a
number of different topological forms (i.e., framework polymorphs, once emptied) along with some
side-products from the same set of starting materials and under similar reaction conditions [15].
Moreover, under the chosen reaction conditions, the product distributions can often change over time,
further complicating the synthesis [68,69].

Contrary to the ZIF structures, BIF materials can be synthesized with two-step synthetic strategy.
These boron imidazolate ligands are synthesized prior to the self-assembly process and then they are
linked by tetrahedral metal cations. Furthermore, with the two-step synthetic strategy, the connectivity
of boron imidazolate ligands can be controlled through the first-step chemical synthesis. As a result,
both four-connected tetrahedral B(im)4− ligands and three-connected tetrahedral HB(im)3

− ligands can
be readily synthesized prior to solvothermal assembly, thus further increasing the diversity of materials
accessible. The strategy affords materials with not only the typical four-connected zeolitic topologies,
but also other types of nets. Therefore, the topologically interrupted BIFs were developed with
three-connected nodes, which remain a synthetic challenge following the one-pot hydro(solvo)thermal
synthesis method for the preparation of ZIF materials [15,27].

As to synthesis routes, ZIF structures can be obtained by using a broad variety of the preparation
techniques, e.g., classical solvothermal procedure, MW-assisted method, mechanochemical procedure,
ultrasound synthesis, RT method and some others. On the contrary, the most established way for
BIF materials synthesis involves heating of the preliminarily synthesized boron imidazolate complex
and an appropriate metal salt in polar solvents or in mixed solvent systems (H2O, isopropyl alcohol
and DMF) under solvothermal conditions, as a rule, for tens of hours or even for a few days. Thus,
the authors believe that the development of alternative fast and available method for the second stage
of BIF materials synthesis is highly demanded.

3. Potential Applications for the BIF Materials

It is postulated in relevant contemporary reviews and experimental papers that metal–organic
frameworks have significant potential for the practical application in the fields, somewhat classical,
such as heterogeneous catalysis [20], gas separations and storage [70], biomedicine and molecular
recognition [71].

For the BIF matrices belonging to the MOF family and discovered a decade later than metal–organic
frameworks, the potential application fields are still searched and studied. Note that in the relevant
research reports, a particular attention is paid to the search of the distinct application fields for the
functional BIF materials that differ them from other members of the MOF family. In this context,
it would be helpful to consider the remarkable characteristics of the BIF materials that defined their
application fields. In this review, we would like to outline novel application fields for BIF materials
that appear after the publication of the review by Zhang [15].

Moreover, it would be interesting to outline the differences and compare the application
fields for zeolitic imidazolate frameworks and boron imidazolate frameworks that are both typical
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zeolite-like metal–organic frameworks taking into account some similarities in their physico-chemical
characteristics [53]. In particular, ZIF materials are intensively exploited in gas separations [72,73],
CO2 capture [74], heterogeneous catalysis [75] and biomedicine [76].

In turn, to date, the proposed application fields for boron imidazolate frameworks are also
catalysis, including CO2 catalytic reduction, gas storage and separation, photocatalysis, electrocatalysis,
hydrogen storage, CO2 capture and sensing [57]. In this context, the BIF structures with topology
that is important from practical point of view are in the scope of an increased interest. In this section,
we consider the particular characteristics of BIF structures allowing one to use them for solving the
practical tasks.

3.1. Gas Adsorption and Separation

As mentioned in the previous section, tripodal BH(im)3
− linkers in the boron imidazolate

frameworks may enhance adsorption characteristics of the BIF adsorbents containing them in respect of
some gases. The adsorption characteristics of some BIF matrices are presented in Table 2. For instance,
due to a high density of B–H bonds distributed homogeneously in the BIF-20 matrix, this material
exhibits a H2 uptake capacity as high as 1.43 wt.% (77 K, 1 atm) (Table 2) [77]. This value is almost
equal to that measured for the zeolitic imidazolate framework ZIF-11 and is significantly higher than
that of LTA-type zeolitic imidazolate framework ZIF-20 (1.1 wt.%). The initial isosteric heat of H2

adsorption value Qst calculated for the BIF-20 material is 6.1 kJ mol-1, which is comparable with other
porous materials like ZIF matrices with LTA topology (e.g., ZIF-76) [78].

Besides B–H bonds and favorable topology, the BIF porous structure may also impact on the gas
sorption behavior. For instance, small windows and large inner cages in the BIF-20 framework results
in its particular capabilities for the N2 and CO2 sorption [41]. The CO2 uptake values measured for the
BIF-20 material are 53.9 cm3/g (2.41 mmol/g) at 273 K and 34.8 cm3/g (1.55 mmol/g) at 298 K (Table 2).
These values are comparable to those measured for ZIF-8 and ZIF-100 adsorbents [31]. Additionally,
the BIF-20 matrix shows a high selectivity in the CO2/N2 separation under ambient conditions.

Next example of the relevance of the particular BIF structure and topology to the important gas
sorption properties is a ctn-type boron imidazolate framework BIF-24 (Table 1) composed of HB(mim)3

−

ligands and tetrahedral Zn2+ centers [35]. Note that this ctn topology is rather rare for BIF structures
and is observed mostly in other zeolite-like materials, such as tetrahedral tetrazolate frameworks
(TTFs) [79] The free accessible volume in the BIF-24 matrix is 4044.3 A3 per unit cell, and the pore
volume ratio is 47.0% calculated with the PLATON program. The BIF-24 matrix shows the hydrogen
uptake capacity of 1.88 wt.% or 211.6 cm3 g−1 (77 K, 1 atm) (Table 2). This value is higher than that
measured for other BIF materials including the BIF-20 adsorbent. At a zero coverage, the enthalpy of
H2 adsorption for BIF-24 is 6.8 kJmol−1, which is comparable to the reported Qst values measured
for the HKUST-1, PCN-6 and PCN-26 metal–organic frameworks with phenylenecarboxylate linkers.
The fraction of the pore volume filled by liquid H2 (1H2 = 0.0708 cm3 g−1) calculated for the BIF-24
matrix is 65.4% (77 K, 1 atm), which is comparable to this parameter value obtained for the IRMOF-74
framework (64.1%) [80].
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Table 2. Uptake values for the selected BIF structures.

BIF Structure CO2, 1 bar H2, 1 atm Hydrocarbon,
1 bar Reference

BIF-20 Tetrahedral framework with
debonded α and β cages

53.9 cm3/g
(2.41 mmol/g),

273 K;
34.8 cm3/g

(1.55 mmol/g),
298 K

1.43 wt.%,
77 K [41]

BIF-20/@g−C3N4 Composite 2D nanosheet 28.2 cm3/g,
296.15 K

[81]

BIF-24
(s)

Tetrahedral Zn nodes,
trianglar B nodes

104.3 cm3 g−1

(4.64 mmol g−1),
273 K

66.4 cm3 g−1

(2.96 mmolg−1),
298 K

1.88
(211.6 cm3 g−1),

77 K;
1.30 wt.%

(145.3 cm3 g−1),
87 K

C3H8 (88.5 cm3 g−1, 174.2 mg g−-1),
C2H6 (84.9 cm3 g−1, 113.9 mg g−1),

C2H4 (75.1 cm3 g−1, 94.0 mg g−1, 273 K;
C3H8 (80.7 cm3 g−1, 158.8 mg g−1),
C2H6 (70.8 cm3 g−1, 95.09 mg g−1),
C2H4 (61.9 cm3 g−1, 77.4 mg g−1),

CH4 (14.6 cm3 g−1, 10.4 mg g−1), 298 K

[35]

BIF-41 pore space partition via
carboxylate ligands

77.0 cm3 g−1 (3.44 mmol g-1), 273 K;
63.5 cm3 g-1 (2.83 mmol g−1), 294 K

106.4 cm3 g−1,
77K;

83.4 cm3 g−1,
87 K

[42]

BIF-101 crosslinking 2D layers 41.9 cm3 g−1, 273 K; 25.8 cm3 g−1, 298 K [55]

The CO2 uptake value measured for the BIF-24 material is 104.3 cm3 g−1 or 4.64 mmol g−1 (273 K)
and 66.4 cm3 g−1 or 2.96 mmol g−1 (298 K) (Table 2). This value is much higher than that demonstrated
by other BIF materials studied in CO2 adsorption. Moreover, this CO2 uptake value surpasses the
values measured for most ZIF matrices with enhanced specific adsorption properties relevant to carbon
dioxide, for instance, the ZIF-69 material showing the CO2 uptake capacity of 70 cm3 g−1 (273 K,
1 bar) [33].

High selectivities for the adsorption of CO2 or C2 and C3 hydrocarbons over CH4 (RT) was
observed for the BIF-24 adsorbent (Table 2) [35]. The ideal adsorption CO2/CH4 selectivity for the
BIF-24 structure calculated by the IAST method (273 K) is 12:1. This high apparent selectivity for CO2

adsorption could be attributed to the possible interaction of CO2 with B–H in the HB(mim)3 ligands
in the boron imidazolate matrix. Thus, the presence of the favorable B–H bonds in a high content
contributes to the advantageous performance of BIF adsorbents in CO2 capture as compared to even
ZIFs structures, which have been recognized as most prospective materials among the MOF family
exploited in this field.

Furthermore, the BIF-24 material shows also remarkable adsorption capacities for light
hydrocarbons (CH4, C2H4, C2H6 and C3H8), e.g., in respect to C3H8 (88.5 cm3 g−1, 174.2 mg g−1),
C2H6 (84.9 cm3 g−1, 113.9 mg g−1), C2H4 (75.1 cm3 g−1, 94.0 mg g−1) and methane (C1) (22.4 cm3 g−1,
16.0 mg g−1) (Table 2). With an increase to room temperature, the adsorption capacities for C3H8

(80.7 cm3g−1, 158.8 mg g−1), C2H6 (70.8 cm3 g−1, 95.09 mg g−1), C2H4 (61.9 cm3 g−1, 77.4 mg g−1),
and CH4 (14.6 cm3 g−1, 10.4 mg g−1) decrease following the trend involving the number of carbon
atoms: C3 > C2 > C1. Note that these adsorption results are comparable to the reported values for the
flexible metal–organic frameworks UTSA-35a [82] and MFM-202a [83]. Therefore, the BIF-24 material
can find a potential application in the hydrocarbon separation (273 K and RT).

Noteworthy, besides specific adsorbent-adsorbent interactions, commensurate adsorption plays
also an important role in CO2 adsorption. Using MOF materials as adsorbents for carbon dioxide,
their large channel spaces can be partitioned toward small CO2 molecules capture in order to realize
commensurate adsorption.

An example of this helpful strategy is the BIF-41 material (Table 1) with pore space partition [42].
The partitioned channels in the BIF-41 porous structure show a pore size effect preference for CO2

and H2 over N2, as CO2 and H2 have smaller kinetic diameters than N2. The high selectivity towards
CO2 and H2 can be attributed to small cages provided by pore space partition, which facilitates the
interaction between small molecules and the channel walls. In particular, the H2 uptake values for the
BIF-41 matrix are 106.4 cm3

·g−1 at 77 K and 83.4 cm3
·g−1 at 87 K (Table 2). However, these values are

lower than that measured for the BIF-24 matrix with ctn topology (Table 1, Table 2).
The CO2 uptake values measured for the BIF-41 matrix are 77.0 cm3

·g−1 (3.44 mmol·g−1) at 273 K
and 63.5 cm3

·g−1 (2.83 mmol·g−1) at 294 K (Table 2), which are a bit lower than that measured for the
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BIF-24 matrix, but yet comparable to some highly porous ZIF adsorbents [6,33]. At a zero coverage,
the enthalpy of CO2 adsorption for the BIF-41 material is 23.9 KJ·mol−1. Therefore, the BIF-41 material
may have a potential application as a selective adsorbent of CO2 and H2 over N2 [42].

3.2. Reductive Catalysis

A remarkable benefit of the presence of HB(mim)3
− ligands comprising potentially active B–H

bonds is a possibility to reduce in situ deposited metal precursors into metal nanoparticles embedded
into BIF porous hosts. In catalysis, in particular in reduction catalysis, in general, the nanohybrids
based on BIF matrices and metal nanoparticles, mainly Au, Ag and Fe nanoparticles can be used.
In more detail, the reductive catalysis applications for the BIF based materials will be described in the
Section 4.

3.3. Solid-State Photoluminescent and Mechanxochromic Properties of BIF Matrices

Smart MOF materials with the ability to respond by changing their physico-chemical characteristics
to various external stimuli, such as pH, redox, light, magnetic field, temperature, ions and ultrasound,
have attracted increased attention [84,85]. Switchable-responsive MOFs-based nanomaterials have
been already explored for optical sensing [86] and heterogeneous catalysis [87].

However, there are a very limited number of metal–organic frameworks that are stimuli-responsive
luminescent materials that tune their colors in response to an external stimulus. In this context,
a practically important characteristics is a mechanochromism of some boron imidazolate frameworks
that display distinct luminescence induced by simple mechanical grinding [43]. The corresponding
stimuli-responsive mechanism involves a grinding process between chains or layers.

An example of mechanochromic luminescent material belonging to the BIFs family is the
ladder-like chain BIF-34 structure (Table 1) [46]. The examinations of the mechanical-grinding-triggered-
luminescence change of the BIF-34 structure shows that upon UV irradiation at 360 nm (RT),
the emission maximum wavelength for the BIF-34 structure is 512 nm. Note that the emission
maximum wavelength for the KBH(dm-bim)3 ligand is 452 nm. Possibly, the emission could be
assigned to the Cu-p*BH(dm-bim)3 metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT).

The BIF-38 structure (Table 1) with 2-fold interpenetrating ths topology shows interesting
luminescence mechanochromic properties [48]. Upon the irradiation with UV light at 330 nm
(RT), the emission maximum wavelength for the BIF-38 matrix is 490 nm, while the emission maximum
wavelength for the KBH(im)3 ligand is 440 nm. The emission of the BIF-38 matrix may occur due
to the [Cu→π* HB(im)3

−] metal-to-ligand charge transfer (MLCT), which is characteristics for Cu(I)
compounds. The emission spectrum indicates that the ground BIF-38 sample displays an obvious blue
shift of about 23 nm.

Structural examination shows that the crystal-to-amorphous phase conversion is caused by the
grinding of the BIF-38 sample. Thus, the luminescent blue shift change in this material occurs due to
the structural modification. It was pointed out that the Cu· · ·Cu interactions in the BIF-38 structure
played a vital role in the mechanochromism.

Two low-dimensional Cu(I) boron imidazolate frameworks, BIF-40 and BIF-6 (Table 1),
with a π–π stacked layer chain structure (Figure 6) display mechanochromism realized as
mechanical-grinding-triggered-luminescence change [43]. In particular, the ground BIF-40 material
displays a red shift about 20 nm in the emission spectrum (λem = 568 nm), which indicates the behavior
of the pressure-induced luminescence change for this boron imidazolate framework. Structural
examinations of the ground BIF-40 sample showed that the crystal lattice is significantly disrupted.
Thus, strong grinding causes a crystal-to-amorphous-phase conversion. Therefore, similar to the BIF-38
material with mechanocromic properties, the luminescent red shift change in BIF-40 is related to the
structural modification.
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Thus, it could be suggested that the reported results pave the way for the design and exploitation
of boron imidazolate frameworks as mechanochromic materials with a potential applications as
optic sensing.

Boron imidazolate framework BIF-77 with Cd2+ ions (Table 1) may be regarded as a multifunctional
material with interesting solid-state photoluminescent properties and a promising porous host for noble
metal nanoparticles (see the next section). Its photoluminescent activity arises from a combination
of the mixed HB(bim)3

− ligands and abdc linkers as organic building blocks in the structure [52].
It was shown that the emission of this boron imidazolate structure may be assigned to ligands and
ligands-to-Cd charge transfer (LMCT), which is similar to those observed in some systems reported
for d10 metal–organic frameworks with conjugated organic groups [88]. Upon irradiation with UV
light with 340 nm, the emission maximum wavelengths for the KB(im)4 ligand and the abdc ligand are
380 and 590 nm, respectively. Additionally, the BIF-77 material exhibits a strong emission with the
maximum wavelength at 430 nm. Simultaneously, there is an absorption band-edge at 450 nm in the
UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectrum of the BIF-77 sample. This visible-light absorption can be ascribed
to the conjugated π electron transition from the amino-containing abdc linkers as chromophores to the
Cd centers. Thanks to this diverse solid-state photoluminescent behavior of the BIF-77 matrix, it may
find a potential application in light emitting diodes (LEDs).

Another potential application field for BIF matrices with the solid-state photoluminescent
properties is detection of aromatic molecules or sensing. An example is the zeolitic Cd(II)-boron
imidazolate framework BIF-51 (Table 1) with ABW topology [50]. While constructing the BIF-51 material,
the [Cd(ac)]+ building units and B(im)4

− ligands are assembled in the 3D open framework which
features zeotype ABW topology. The free space in this matrix is 29.1% of its total volume. The BIF-51
material displays a remarkable luminescent emission and can be used for detecting nitrobenzene.

Further enrichment of the photoluminescent properties of the boron imidazolate frameworks
is doping of these matrices with functional metal ions, first, belonging to the lanthanide group.
Generally speaking, the encapsulation of Ln3+ (lanthanide) ions into the MOF matrices results in
the formation of host–guest Ln@MOF structures with enhanced optical properties, such as intense
luminescence and long lifetime [89].

An example of the modification of the photoluminescent properties of the BIF material with
lanthanide ions is doping with mixed red-(Eu3+) and green-(Tb3+) emitting ions in an appropriate ratio
of the anionic blue emissive BIF-81 (Table 1) host matrix with Cd2+ coordination centers and aromatic
carboxylate and tetradentate imidazolate ligands [53]. In this way, the Tb@BIF-81, Eu@BIF-81 and
EuTb@BIF-81 host–guest materials were prepared. According to measurements with ICP techniques,
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the contents of Eu3+ and Tb3+ ions are 13.25 and 16.34 wt.%. The PXRD study shows that the crystalline
structure of the pristine BF-81 framework remains intact after lanthanide ions loading.

Photoluminescent performance of the pristine BIF-81 structure realizes as a blue emission at
~470 nm under excitation at 390 nm, which is assigned to a ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT:
O/N–Cd). In the host–guest Eu@BIF-81 materials, the unique peaks of Eu3+ appear at 578, 592, 613,
651 and 699 nm, matching with the 5D0→7FJ (J = 0–4) transitions. As for Tb@BIF-81, the Tb3+ peaks are
found at 488, 543, 582, 588 and 621 nm, corresponding to the 5D4→7FJ (J = 6–3) transitions. For tuning
the photoluminescent properties of the BIF-81 material, a series of host–guest Eu3+/Tb3+@BIF-81
samples with different molar ratios of Eu3+ and Tb3+ ions were studied. Using an optimal content
of Eu3+/Tb3+ ions, 1/11, in the BIF-81 porous host results in a white-light emission with excitation at
300 nm in the host–guest material.

Thus, blue emission of the pristine BIF structure can be tuned as a white-light emission in the
Eu3+/Tb3+@BIF-81 host–guest material.

3.4. Photocatalysis

The particular photoluminescent properties of BIF matrices may contribute to their important
photocatalytic applications. Noteworthy, hazardous dyes in water reservoirs can cause a number of
negative impacts on the environment. One of the promising routes for the environment remediation
and the purification of water resources is the photocatalytic degradation of the organic pollutants [90].
In particular, reduction methods and photocatalysis are considered to be the most promising approach
for the purification of drinking water due to their ecology-friendly operation [91].

Currently, environment remediation using MOF materials as photocatalysts for the degradation
of organic dyes draws an increased attention and becomes a hot research topic [92]. Along with MOF
structures, BIF matrices can photocatalytically reduce the contaminant content in the environment and,
most important, in drinking water. In this context, it is worth revealing what BIF structure characteristics
are promising from photocatalytic point of view. For instance, the presence of the appropriate building
blocks provide exploitation as photocatalysts for the boron imidazolate frameworks. For instance,
some BIF matrices are photocatalytically active due to specific metal ions like Co2+ in their structures.
An example is the BIF-58 matrix composed of boron imidazolate linkers and Co2+ ions as coordination
sites (Table 1) [44]. These linkers are based on three pre-synthesized typical isolated boron imidazolate
cages (M4L4, L = imidazolate) [66]. Note that the BIF-58 matrix construction using boron imidazolate
cages as building blocks is described in the Section 2.

The photocatalytic active sites in the BIF-58 matrix are Co2+ ions due to their ability to absorb
visible light. The BIF-58 matrix showed excellent photocatalytic efficiency for the degradation of
methylene blue (MB) in an aqueous solution under xenon arc lamp irradiation. The control tests show
that ligand molecules (BH(bim)3) are almost not active in the photodegradation. The MB degradation
degree ~50% occurs in 1 h, while the complete degradation (99%) time of MB is 5 h. According to PXRD
study, the BIF-58 structure remains almost intact after photocatalysis. The BIF-58 photocatalyst is quite
reusable and exhibits similar catalytic behavior in three consecutive photocatalytic cycles without any
remarkable decrease in the degradation activity. According to photocatalysis mechanism proposed
for the BIF-58 matrix, the reactive radical species such as OH- and O2

- split the aromatic rings in the
MB molecules.

Another example of the BIF-based photocatalyst is the Ag@BIF-77 nanohybrid in the form of
the BIF-77 matrix with Cd2+ions (Table 1) containing Ag nanoparticles [52]. In contrast to the BIF-58
matrix with photocatalytically active Co2+ ions, the BIF-77 material does not contain the photoactive
coordination sites as metal ions. The photocatalytic performance of the Ag@BIF-77 nanohybrid is
discussed in the next section relevant to BIF-based hybrid materials.
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3.5. CO2 Photocatalytic Reduction

To date, the increased fossil fuel consumption accompanied with an excessive emission of CO2 into
the environment leads to a number of energetical and environmental concerns. Photocatalytic reduction
of CO2 to energy-rich chemical fuels such as CO and CH4 is a promising process for CO2 conversion [93].
For this purpose, series of photocatalysts, including inorganic semiconductors, metal complexes and
metal-modified zeolites, are explored. However, the development of photocatalysts for CO2 reduction
featuring appropriate CO2 adsorption capacity and high density of active sites are highly demanded to
address energy and environmental problems. In the modern literature, metal–organic frameworks
including zeotype MOF structures are regarded as promising photocatalytic materials for CO2 reduction
due to their flexible tunability in composition, structure and functional properties.

Along with other MOF structures, boron imidazolate frameworks have been recognized as
functional photocatalytic materials with potential application in the CO2 reduction. In some cases,
the performance of the BIF matrices as photocatalysts can be compared with that of ZIF matrices.

For instance, the BIF-101 framework (Table 1) based on trinuclear cobalt clusters as connecting
nodes shows efficient photocatalytic performance in the CO2 reduction [55]. Its 3D pillar-layered
structure composed of 2D layers constituted by Co3(m2-H2O)2(–COO)2 clusters and BH(mim)3

− linkers
in a combination with the nbdc ligand as a pillar. This BIF material has shown a preferable CO2

capture. Note that efficient adsorption and activation of CO2 molecules are key characteristics for
the CO2 reduction. The highly porous BIF-101 matrix fits these requirements showing CO2 uptake
values of 41.9 cm3 g−1 (273 K) and 25.8 cm3 g−1 (298 K) under 1 atm (Table 2). This photocatalyst
demonstrates an efficient CO2 photochemical reduction using [Ru(bipy)3]Cl2 as a photosensitizer and
triethanolamine as a sacrificial reagent. It was suggested that the BIF-101 matrix can accept excited
electrons from the photosensitizer and provide catalytically active sites for CO2 reduction to facilitate
the photoreduction. Using the BIF-101 material, 583 mmol of CO and 110 mmol of H2 with a selectivity
of 84.1% for CO over H2 were obtained under visible-light irradiation (10 h). This is about an order
more effective than in the case of a Co-ZIF-9 photocatalyst [94,95].

Furthermore, using BIF-101 photocatalyst, the production evolution rate is higher
than that of reported composite BIF-20@g-C3N4 sheet (20 wt.% carbonitride; see next
section)—69.4 mmol g−1 h−1—and some MOF-based materials under visible light irradiation. Note that
syngas with a CO/H2 ratio between 0.5 and 1 is required for producing liquid fuels according to
Fischer–Tropsch synthesis in modern industrial processes [55,96].

Moreover, the BIF-101 matrix shows an excellent chemical stability in aqueous solutions over a
broad pH range from 2 to 12 preserving its structural integrity, which paves a bright avenue for its
practically relevant applications.

An interesting attempt to develop the BIF-based photocatalytic materials through self-assembly of
the pre-synthesized boron imidazolate cages is the preparation of the BIF-33 structure (Table 1
and Section 2) using the BIF-29 cage with six isolated coordinatively unsaturated Cu sites
([Cu6[BH(im)3]8]-(H2O)6·3(NO3)·4H2O) [45]. The BIF-33 material was obtained via cross-linking
of this pre-synthesized Cu6B8 cage with iodine-coordinated Cu sites. The BIF-29 cage itself shows a
catalytic efficiency for the photocatalytic reduction of CO2 to CO due to Cu2+ open sites (Figure 7).
In this reaction, [Ru(bpy)3]Cl2 was used as the photosensitizer, and triethanolamine (TEOA) as the
sacrificial reagent. The photocatalytic activity is imparted to the BIF-33 material by using the BIF-29
cage as a building block. However, the evolution rate of CO (3334 mmol g−1 h−1 for BIF-29 is 3 times
of the value (1185.4 mmol g−1 h−1) for BIF-33, and the selectivity of 82.6% for the BIF-29 cage is also
higher than that of 76% for the 3D BIF-33 material.
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3.6. Electrocatalysis

Electrochemical water splitting is a promising method for storing light/electrical energy in the form
of H2 fuel; however, it is limited by the sluggish anodic oxygen evolution reaction (OER). To achieve
sufficient H2 production, efficient OER catalysts with a large surface area, dense active sites and
appropriate stability are highly demanded [97]. Currently, a large variety of different kind of catalysts
based on non-noble metals, i.e., Mn, Fe, Co and Ni, including metal oxides [98], hydroxides [99] and
perovskites [100], are usually utilized in OER.

Very recently, BIF-matrices and BIFs-derived materials have been recognized as promising
heterogeneous catalysts for OER as well as for electrochemical reduction of CO2 to CO (CO2RR).
An essential BIF characteristic allowing one to use them in electrochemistry is their stability in aqueous
solutions. Note that many MOF matrices show a poor stability in water media. A degradation
of the crystalline structure and porosity loss in aqueous electrolytes (strong acid or alkali) limits
the applications of the functional MOF materials in energy-related electrocatalysis. The stability of
MOF materials in water is attributed to their inherent frameworks, namely coordinated metal ions,
hydrophobicity of organic ligands and metal–ligand and coordination geometry [101]. Consequently,
few MOF matrices have been reported, which are used as electrocatalysts in acid and alkaline
solutions [102,103]. Therefore, designing new MOF materials with intrinsic stability is important for
their applications in electrocatalysis.

In terms of stability in aqueous solutions, BIF materials have some advantages with respect to
some known MOF materials. Uniformly distributed three- or four-connected boron components as
boron imidazolate linkers contribute to the BIF framework rigidity.

An example of the alkaline-stable anionic boron imidazolate framework, BIF-89 (Table 1) with
potential application in electrocatalysis was reported in [54]. Its structure remains intact in common
solvents such as water and DMF. Note that the BIF-89 matrix showed a poor activity in OER, because
the coordinated Cd atoms in the framework are electrocatalytically inert. However, it is well known
that doping with Co2+ or Fe3+-ions may enhance the performance of the electrocatalytic materials
serving as highly active sites and reducing the overpotential for this process [97,104]. To optimize
the electrocatalytic performance, Fe3+-ions were introduced in the BIF-89 matrix resulting in the
Fe@BIF-89 host-guest material. The advantages of the mixed linkers, e.g., boron imidazolate and
phenylene tetracarboxylate have been demonstrated, because the uncoordinated carboxylic groups
in btec linkers of the BIF-89 framework can stabilize introduced Fe3+ ions in this porous host.
The Fe@BIF-89 electrocatalyst exhibits an efficiency in OER in strongly alkaline media. Therefore,
this BIF-89 structure can be regarded as a true multifunctional material, because it exhibits also a unique
mechanochromic behavior with a maximum emission blue shift of about 23 nm in the blue emitting
range. The luminescence mechanochromism of the BIF-89 matrix expands its potential application
fields including electrocatalytic applications.
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The efficiency of the bimetallic systems in the form of Co-based BIF matrices with incorporated
Fe3+ ions was also demonstrated by modifying the Co-based BIF-91 matrix (Table 1) with mixed
boron imidazolate and phenylene carboxylate linkers similarly to the BIF-89 matrix [40]. Note that
unlike the BIF-89 framework, the BIF-91 structure has electrocatalytically active sites, i.e., Co2+ ions as
coordination centers in the framework. In this matrix, the carboxylate groups divide channel spaces
into multiple domains in which each single channel is filled with ndc ligands. Thus, the presence
of ndc linkers in the BIF-91 channels decreases its pore size and therefore increases the density of
the coordination bonds. This specific pore structure contributes to the BIF-91 framework integrity
in strong alkaline solutions. One more stabilizing effect of the ndc ligands is provided by their
action as a rigid auxiliary linker due to C–H···π interaction. As a result, the structural stability of the
BIF-91 framework in harsh alkaline conditions surpasses the chemical stability of other zeolite-like
metal–organic frameworks, e. g., BIF-22 and ZIF-67 [105] matrices.

In the formation of the Fe@BIF-91 host–guest structure, the π-conjugated effect of mixed organic
linkers with the rich (hetero)aromatic moieties in the BIF-91 matrix stabilizes dopant Fe3+ ions at the
atomic scale. The Fe@BIF-91 host–guest material shows synergistically enhanced OER activity in
strong alkaline media (pH ≈ 14). Due to the synergistic effect between guest Fe3+ ions and Co2+ ions as
inorganic nodes in the BIF-91 framework, the Fe@BIF-91 material shows an enhanced electrochemical
activity when compared with Fe@BIF-89 host–guest structure containing only doping Fe3+ ions.
Furthermore, the BIF-91 material shows an enhanced catalytic performance as compared to other
common metal catalysts for water oxidation under strong alkaline conditions.

4. BIF Nanohybrids with Metal Nanoparticles

A high porosity and rich functionality of MOF matrices makes them advanced platform materials
for a large varieties of hybrid materials with potential applications in many important fields. Among
them a particular place takes the fabrication of the functional nanohybrids in the form of MOF
matrices containing deposited or embedded metal nanoparticles that can be used in heterogeneous
catalysis [106], molecular recognition, sensing and optics [107]. For at least a decade, extensive research
efforts have been focused on the fabrication of metal nanoparticles (M-NP) in MOF matrices for creating
a bunch of practically sound properties that are hardly achieved by the individual components of
M-NP@MOF nanohybrids [108].

The utilization of MOF materials as supports for M-NP has several advantages over other porous
materials, such as activated carbons, silicas, zeolites and metal oxides. Actually, fully open porous
structures, tunable structural characteristics and pore geometry, presence of organic linkers with
functional groups along with a confinement effect can stabilize M-NP in MOF matrices. It can not
only significantly improve the catalytic performance and stability of the M-NP, but also engender the
unique electronic phenomena and space-confined effects of MOF porous hosts and impart a number
of additional functional characteristics that are lacking in pristine MOF matrices [109]. Therefore,
this area has become one of the “hot topics” [56].

In particular, loading of M-NP into porous MOF hosts is a prospective way for the advanced catalyst
preparation [110]. In this context, zeotype MOF matrices, including zeolitic imidazolate frameworks
are promising as supports for metal nanoparticles with potential application in heterogeneous
catalysis [111].

Usually, most often reported M-NP@MOFs were synthesized by: (i) a ship-in-a-bottle strategy
in which the MOF is pre-synthesized, and M-NP are loaded via liquid phase infiltration and solid
grinding into the pores; or (ii) a bottle-around a-ship approach where the M-NP and metal clusters are
first synthesized and after modification the M-NP are added to the reactor with the ligand. However,
the morphology and size of the M-NP are relatively difficult to control by these methods, and surfactants
have to be added to prevent the agglomeration before coating. Therefore, it is particularly important to
in-situ synthesize nanoparticles with a highly uniform dispersion and size by using the space-confined
effect of the MOF host matrices.
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There are a few general synthesis methods to embed M-NP in a porous solid, which involve
the impregnation of a metal precursor, followed by its reduction to metal(0) atoms, which further
aggregate into M-NP within the solid matrix. Depending on the metal and support nature, several
reducing techniques are usually exploited, such as reduction in a hydrogen flow [112] in a combination
with inert gases such as argon [113], thermal decomposition or the use of external reducing agents
such as NaBH4 [114]. In some cases, a supercritical CO2

− methanolic solution has been used to load
the precursor compound within a MOF followed by a heating process [115].

Note that the morphology and size of the M-NP are relatively difficult to control by the listed
preparation methods. In addition, external reducing agents can also enable the possible reduction
of noble metal precursors on external surfaces of the MOF host. These obstacles decrease the pore
confinement effects, which maintain a high dispersion of M-NP, and therefore the size-sensitive
selectivity of the resulting catalysts. Therefore, it is particularly important to develop the efficient
approaches for the in-situ preparation of the metal nanoparticles with a high and homogeneous
dispersion, which allows one to realize the stabilizing effect of the highly porous MOF matrices.

Some MOF matrices display promising capability to reduce in situ introduced metal precursors into
metal nanoparticles due to their intrinsic functionality. For instance, several redox-active -COOH and
–OH, uncoordinated functional groups containing ntb3-(ntb = 4,4′,4′′-nitrilotrisbenzoate), amine groups
and Ni(II) macrocyclic species can reduce metal precursors to M NPs without external reducing
agents [116]. In particular, Zn-MOF-74 framework provides the ultrafast and one-step formation
of the Fe2O3@MOF hybrid due to dihydroxyterphthalate linkers [117]. Notably, the M-NP@MOF
nanohybrids synthesized by this in-situ reduction strategy may display excellent catalytic activity and
selectivity, due to a high dispersion and homogeneous distribution of M-NP in the MOF porous host.

As to M-NP@BIFs hybrids, along with MOF materials, BIF matrices are studied intensively as
supports or porous hosts for the metal nanoparticles deposition [56]. The M-NP@BIFs nanohybrids
formed in this way can be used in catalysis or in biomedical applications, for instance, as antibacterial
drugs. In this context, it is important to outline the BIF distinct properties relevant to the M-NP in situ
fabrication in the boron imidazolate matrices. Several specific advantages of the usage of BIF supports
are known for the M-NPs@BIF nanohybrids. Conversely, there are intrinsic advantages of the highly
porous MOF matrices with a high crystallinity. Indeed, BIF structures are a member of the MOF family.

As it is mentioned in the previous sections, the decisive aspect providing an advanced usage of the
BIF matrices with tripodal imidazolate linkers as porous hosts for metal nanoparticles is the presence of
B–H bonds in the HBim3

- moiety. A high density of B–H bonds in BIF pores allows one to reduce metal
precursors incorporated in these hybrid matrices into nanoparticles without any additional reducing
agents. The advantages of this method are obvious. Such framework B–H functionality along with
pore confinement effects and size control of the boron imidazolate frameworks provides a base for
advantageous M-NP@BIF nanohybrid preparation. For instance, the fabrication of Ag nanoparticles
with a high dispersion under mild conditions is a challenging task [56].

An example of the advantage of BIF matrices with BH(mim)3 ligands able to produce M-NP due to
B–H bonds with reduction function is the preparation of a M-NP@BIF nanohybrid based on BIF-20 [41].
For these HB(mim)3

− based BIFs, there exists a high density of B–H bonds on the HB(mim)3 ligands in
the framework. The presence of potentially active B–H bonds in the coordinated HB(mim)3 ligands
may act as the reducing agent and contribute to the direct formation of M-NPs in BIF-20 crystals [77].
B–H groups decorating the internal pore surface in the porous BIF-20 matrix produce effectively small
Ag or Au nanoparticles within its confined pore space without any additional (photo)reducing agents
(Figure 8).
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H bonds in imidazolate linkers was employed to repeat the in situ formation of the metal 
nanoparticles similar to the BIF-20 material. However, no M-NP can be produced in the BIF-25 matrix 
with no B–H bonds in the linker. The authors tested the possibility for the HB(mim)3 ligand itself to 
reduce Ag+ or Au3+ species to metal (0). In these tests, two oxidation products in the reaction solution, 
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play a dominant role in producing M-NP. 

Compared to the pristine BIF-20 material, the resulting Ag@BIF-20 and Au@BIF-20 nanohybrids 
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framework of BIF-20, showing large cavities represented by the yellow and sky-blue balls; and (d) a
schematic representation of the loading of NPs into the cavities of BIF-20. Reprinted with permission
from [77].

It was found that this way provides a number of different oxidation states of Au. According
to physico-chemical characterization, Au(0) and Au3+ species coexist in the Au@BIF-20 solid.
The structural examination indicates that the host BIF-20 framework is retained after the loading
of Ag-NP. Note that the boron imidazolate framework BIF-25 (Co2[B(im)4]4, im = imidazolate)
without B–H bonds in imidazolate linkers was employed to repeat the in situ formation of the metal
nanoparticles similar to the BIF-20 material. However, no M-NP can be produced in the BIF-25 matrix
with no B–H bonds in the linker. The authors tested the possibility for the HB(mim)3 ligand itself to
reduce Ag+ or Au3+ species to metal (0). In these tests, two oxidation products in the reaction solution,
B(mim)3(OCH3)2 and B(mim)3(OH)2 were also formed. Thus, the B–H bonds in the BIF-20 matrix play
a dominant role in producing M-NP.

Compared to the pristine BIF-20 material, the resulting Ag@BIF-20 and Au@BIF-20 nanohybrids
show high catalytic activities for the reduction of 4-nitrophenol (a common reagent in the production
of drugs, dyes, fungicides and pesticides) into 4-aminophenol. This reaction is of practical importance
in the ecology as a way for the removal of the toxic phenol derivatives from the environment including
aquatic media. The catalytic reduction of 4-nitrophenol over BIF-20-based nanocatalysts results in
4-aminophenol without byproducts formation. This reaction is considered as pseudo-first-order
regarding to the reactant. The Ag@BIF-20 catalyst displays a higher activity than the Au@BIF-20
nanohybrid. Notably, the catalytic efficiencies of the BIF-20 based nanohybrids is superior to a number
of other Au- and Ag-based heterogeneous systems under ambient conditions [118].

The Ag@BIF-20 and Au@BIF-20 nanocatalysts obtained in this way show a good reusability and
can be exploited without any activity loss during at least four cycles. Noteworthy, according to TEM
measurements, a high dispersion of Ag and Au NPs is preserved after the catalytic reaction.

It is important that this strategy is equally efficient in the preparation of sophisticated core–shell
nanostructures. For instance, the Au@BIF-20 crystal contains Au-NP “core” surrounded by a clear
NP-free shell which illustrates that the redox reaction to produce Au NPs may slowly progress from
the core towards the shell [15].

The Ag@BIF-34 hybrid nanocatalyst was synthesized by directly producing Ag nanoparticles with
rich B–H bonds in the matrix of the redox-active Cu(I) boron imidazolate framework BIF-34 (Table 1
and Section 2) [46]. The TEM study of the Ag@BIF-34 material indicates the formation of very small,
around 2.0 nm, Ag NPs in the BIF-34 matrix. The Ag@BIF-34 nanohybrid shows a much higher activity
for the reduction of 4-nitrophenol as compared to the pristine BIF-34 matrix.
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An important strategy is a preparation of M-NP@BIF nanohybrids starting from BIF matrices
with mixed linkers by the action of both reducing B–H groups in the tripodal linkers of the BIF
matrices and other functional groups, such as hydroxyl and amino groups in the second-type organic
linkers. An example is the preparation of the Ag@BIF hybrid catalyst by the same in situ method
starting from zeolitic Cd(II)-boron imidazolate framework BIF-51 with mixed linkers, namely tridentate
boron imidazolate and acetate [50]. In this case, Ag-NP were produced in the BIF-51 porous host
using tridentate boron imidazolate containing B–H bonds as a kind of moderate reducing agent.
The TEM tests of the resulting nanohybrid indicated the formation of the highly dispersed Ag-NP in
the BIF-51 matrix.

The catalytic properties of the Ag@BIF-51 nanohybrid in the same model reaction of the reduction
of 4-nitrophenol were probed. According to these examinations, the BIF-51-based nanocatalyst shows
an enhanced catalytic performance in the reduction of 4-NP. Interestingly, the catalytic efficiencies of
the Ag@BIF-51 and Ag@BIF-20 nanocatalysts are comparable. Notably, the crystalline BIF-51 structure
in the Ag@BIF-51 nanohybrid retains not only after Ag-NP loading, but also after three catalytic cycles
of 4-NP reduction.

The considered strategy involving the synthesis in-situ of the M-NP@BIF nanohybrids was
demonstrated also for the zinc-based boron imidazolate framework with mixed linkers, namely
2-methylimidazolate and obb, Zn-BIF (Table 1 and Figure 9). It should be noted that these hybrid
nanomaterials can be considered as multifunctional and multipurpose materials with potential
applications in catalytic removal of toxic substituted nitrophenols (by reduction), photodegradation of
organic dyes and the inactivation of bacteria in water [56].
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M–NP@Zn-BIF (M-NP = Ag or Cu nanoparticles) hybrid catalysts were prepared at room
temperature due to the reducing ability of B–H bonds distributed in the Zn-BIF matrix without additional
agents. Using these nanohybrids, the catalytic reduction of a number of substituted nitrophenols was
studied. For instance, Ag-NP@Zn-BIF nanomaterial exhibits excellent catalytic activity in reduction of
4-NP into 4-aminophenol in 6 min with a conversion as high as 99.9%. The M-NP@Zn-BIF nanohybrids
show also catalytic activity in the reduction of 2-nitrophenol, 3-nitrophenol, 2,4-dinitrophenol and
2,4,6-trinitrophenol.

Furthermore, M-NP@Zn-BIF nanohybrids were also studied in the ecologically relevant
photodegradation of Rhodamine B. They demonstrated a high photocatalytic activity for degradation
of this organic dye. Using the dye concentration as high as 1000 µg/mL, the photocatalytic efficiency of
Ag-NP@Zn-BIF and Cu-NP@Zn-BIF nanomaterials increased by 31.62 and 18.13 times compared with
Zn-BIF, respectively.

The antibacterial activity of the M-NP@Zn-BIF nanohybrids was also evaluated using a growth
curve method, plate counting method, and Acridine orange-Propidium iodide fluorescence double
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staining. In addition, Ag-NP@Zn-BIF (50 µg/mL) showed highly synergistic antibacterial activity
against both Escherichia coli (E. coli) and Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) with a bactericidal rate of
approximately 99.9%. An antibacterial mechanism was proposed for the generation of intracellular
reactive oxygen species, namely superoxide radicals (O2–) and hydroxyl radicals (OH).

Noble metal nanoparticles can be formed in the BIF matrices due to cooperative action
of the B–H bonds from tridentate boron imidazolate ligands and additional linkers containing
functional groups with a potential reducing capability, for instance -NH2 groups introduced in the
2-benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate ligand.

The Ag-NP@BIF-77 nanohybrid with potential applications in photocatalysis was produced by an
in situ approach involving the formation of the Ag nanoparticles under RT conditions in the BIF-77
matrix due a cooperative action of BH(bim)3

– linkers containing BH bonds and functionalized -NH2

groups in the abdc linkers [52]. The TEM results indicate the formation of Ag-NP in the BIF-77 matrix.
Further, the physico-chemical characterization reveals a coexistence of Ag(0) and Cd2+ species in the
nanohybrid. The photocatalytic activity of the Ag@BIF-77 nanohybrid was investigated to degrade
methylene blue (MB). The Ag@BIF-77 nanomaterial showed excellent photocatalytic performance for
the degradation of MB in aqueous solutions. Its photocatalytic activity was gradually enhanced with
time. After 60 min, the degradation ratio of MB reaches 99%. Note that the photocatalytic process over
the Ag@BIF-77 nanocatalyst proceeds much faster than using the BIF-58 material in degradation of
MB due to doping of Ag-NP. It is important to note that the Ag@BIF-77 nanohybrid shows a good
reusability in this photocatalytic reaction.

These results confirm the importance of the usage of second-type organic linkers having functional
groups with reducing capability for the construction of the nanohybrids based on the functional
BIF host matrices. An important strategy involves a design and synthesis of BIF structures using
tetradentate boron imidazolate ligands and functionalized auxiliary polycarboxylate linkers that can
reduce metal precursors into metal nanoparticles.

An interesting example of this approach is the synthesis of the Ag-NP@BIF-80 nanohybrid by
Liu et al. [53]. Ag nanoparticles were produced in the BIF-80 matrix (Table 1) due to uncoordinated
hydroxyl groups (–OH) counterions with reduction activity in dht linkers without extra reducing
agents. According to the structural examinations, the BIF-80 framework remains intact after the loading
of Ag-NP (as high as 3.163 wt.%). Physicochemical results reveal the coexistences of Ag(0) and Cd2+

species in the Ag-NP@BIF-80 nanohybrid. This nanomaterial shows enhanced photoluminescence
properties as compared to the pristine BIF-80 matrix under RT conditions. In particular, the emission
spectrum showed a blue shift about 36 nm in the Ag-NP@BIF-80 nanohybrid, which may be assigned
to the surface plasmons in spherical Ag nanoparticles.

The bimetallic nanohybrids based on BIF supports are of particular interest due to their advanced
performance in a number of practically important application fields, including catalysis [119].
This strategy toward the construction of nanohybrids M-NP@BIFs is also demonstrated by other
examples, such as bimetallic AuAg-NP@BIF-38 [48].

The BIF-38 matrix with mechanochromic properties (see the previous section) displays
redox-activity due to BH groups in the tripodal HB(im)3 ligands selected for directly reducing
bimetallic Au-Ag nanoparticles introduced in this matrix. The AuAg-NP@BIF-38 nanomaterial
was synthesized according to a two-step process. The TEM study indicates the formation of small
Au-Ag bimetallic nanoparticles with a size of ~20 nm in the BIF-38 matrix. The AuAg-NP@BIF-38
nanohybrid shows a high catalytic activity in the reduction of 4-NP. Notably, a high dispersion of
Au-Ag nanoparticles retains after three catalytic cycles over the AuAg-NP@BIF-38 nanomaterial.

One more example of in situ loading of bimetallic Au–Pd nanoparticles in the BIF matrices is
related to the preparation of a AuPd-NP@BIF-40 nanohybrid using Cu(I) boron imidazolate framework
BIF-40 as a porous host (Table 1) [43]. The BIF-40 matrix produced directly Au–Pd bimetallic
nanoparticles embedded in it due to the rich B–H bonds homogeneously distributed in its structure.
The AuPd-NP@BIF-40 nanomaterial shows a high catalytic efficiency in the model 4-NP reduction
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that is common for probing activity of the M-NP@BIF nanohybrids. Notably, the activity of the
tested bimetallic system remains unchanged in three catalytic cycles, which confirms a good catalytic
reusability of the AuPd-NP@BIF-40 nanohybrid. At the same time, the size of Au–Pd nanoparticles do
not change after recycling tests, again confirming a possibility of multiple usage of this catalytic system.

The previous literature examples of the preparation of M-NP nanocatalysts involve a direct
incorporation of metal nanoparticles with different sizes into BIF matrices using the rich active B−H
bonds in the tridentate boron imidazolate ligands as reducing agents.

It is interesting to outline the potential of BIF materials with four-connected boron imidazolate
linkers as the carriers for metal nanoparticles with controllable dispersion. An example of this strategy
is the utilization of the BIF-39(Cd) matrix based on tetrahedral M2+ as metal nodes and two kinds of
organic building blocks, B(im)4

− and C2O4
2− (Table 1) for embedding bimetallic Au−Pd-NP with an

exceptionally small average size—around 2.12 nm [49]. Au–Pd NP were loaded in the BIF-39(Cd)
porous host using KBH(dm-bim)3 as a moderate reducing agent. The authors pointed out that the
resulting Au−Pd nanoparticles also have a smaller size and more uniform distribution, compared with
other reported M-NP@BIF nanohybrids based on boron imidazolate frameworks with tripodal linkers
containing B–H functional bonds possessing moderate reductive ability. The smaller size of the Au−Pd
bimetallic nanoparticles embedded in the BIF-39(Cd) matrix should be explained by the presence of
the B–H bond in the KBH(dm-bim)3 reducing agent as well as the pore confinement effect of the 1D
channels in this boron imidazolate framework, stabilizing bimetallic Au−Pd nanoparticles on the pore
surface. The high dispersion of the active phase in the Au–Pd-NP@BIF-39(Cd) nanocatalyst results in
its efficient performance in 4-NP reduction and good catalytic stability.

Note that the preparation of trimetallic NP-containing catalysts along with bimetallic catalytic
systems is still a challenging task. For this purpose, the rather sophisticated procedures are commonly
required [120]. A rare example of the synthesis of such trimetallic nanocatalysts is direct embedding
of Au–Ag–Pd nanoparticles in the BIF-36 porous host (Table 1) by a two-step process involving
simultaneous introducing Au and Pd nanoparticles followed by Ag-NP deposition (RT conditions) [47].
The formation of M-MPs of three different kinds was achieved due to the presence of B–H bonds in the
BH(dm-bim)3− linkers, which impart redox activity in the BIF-36 matrix serving as the reducing agent.

The trimetallic Au–Ag–Pd@BIF-36 nanocatalyst shows a good activity in the reduction of
4-nitrophenol. Its reusability was studied in three catalytic cycles, in which it demonstrated similar
catalytic activity without remarkable loss of the conversion values for the same reaction time.

Thus, the distinct potential of the BIF matrices for the preparation of the nanocatalysts with
different M-NP structures and compositions, sometimes rather sophisticated is clearly revealed from
the contemporary literature.

5. BIF-Based Composites with Graphitic Material

Carbon-based materials have found extensive applications in many fields including environment
remediation in the gas and liquid phase as well as energy storage. These supports possess a number of
favorable characteristics, ranging from high mechanical and elastic strength, excellent chemical and
thermal robustness and distinguished electronic and optical properties to low weight and low toxicity.
Therefore, integration of MOF matrices as a kind of the modern hybrid structures with carbon-based
materials is the way to impart a number of novel functionalities such as improved conductivity and
stabilities, template effects, etc. To the formed functional composites for an enhancement of their
properties towards specific tasks [121]. These novel functionalities are arising from the synergistic effects
(mainly chemical composition, porous system or structure changes) of the two components, namely
MOF matrices and carbon matrices. An example is an increase of the stability of MOF matrices in water.
Since most carbon-based materials possess excellent stabilities towards water/vapor, high temperature,
mechanical strength, etc., MOF/carbon composites may possess these characteristics. Due to these
cooperative effects, functional composites of MOF materials with carbon matrices are promising
materials with potential applications in many fields including environment remediation [122].
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Graphene structures, especially in the form of single- or multi-layer sheets, are advanced
carbon-based materials with a broad range of applications including membrane separation for the
desalination and water purification [123] as well using the graphene nanofillers and nanosheets for
electronics industries [124]. They may be integrated also into a functional composite with metal–organic
framework inducing better electrical conductivity, good thermal properties and chemical stability.
Moreover, the incorporation of graphene nanosheets into these hybrid polymeric matrices enhances not
only the electronic structure but also adjusts photothermal stability [125]. These advantages pave the
way for the development of photocatalysts based on composites comprising graphene materials and
MOF matrices. These graphene@MOF composites allow one to achieve enhanced CO2 photocatalytic
reduction activity as compared to their pristine components [126].

Graphitic carbon nitride (g-C3N4) has a layered structure similar to that of graphite, which is
composed of graphene multi-layers, has a number of unique physicochemical properties due to the
s-triazine cores. However, its electronic and electrochemical applications are limited by the relatively
poor conductivity [127]. This hybrid carbon-based material has become a hot research topic in material
science and energy conversion [81]. Its photocatalytic activity for visible light makes it a promising
functional material for hydrogen evolution by water splitting and for pollutant degradation at room
temperature [128]. In particular, it has been recognized as a catalyst for the photocatalytic CO2

reduction [129]. In photocatalytic CO2 reduction, a g-C3N4 material shows appropriate conduction and
valence bands, and the ability for visible-light adsorption [130]. Moreover, due to the favorable layer
structure, graphitic carbon nitride can be integrated with other porous catalytic materials providing an
advanced operation in CO2 reduction [131].

The BIF-20 boron imidazolate framework with a high density of B–H bonds (see previous
sections) was integrated with g-C3N4 nanosheets via a facile electrostatic self-assembly approach under
RT conditions, yielding a BIF-20@g-C3N4 composite in a nanosheet form possessing a synergistic
functionality [81]. The formation of the BIF-20@g-C3N4 composite is shown in Figure 10. A reference
composite (ZIF-8@g-C3N4) with a similar architecture but without B−H bonding (like in the BIF-20
structure) was also synthesized by integrating the ZIF-8 zeolitic imidazolate framework with graphitic
carbon nitride nanosheet following a similar strategy.
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Figure 10. Schematic description of the preparation of the BIF-20@g-C3N4 nanosheet photocatalyst.
Reprinted with permission from [81].

The BIF-20@g-C3N4 composite shows a high uptake value and selectivity for the CO2 adsorption
(Table 2), which is necessary for the efficient photoreduction of carbon dioxide. Thus, this photocatalyst
shows an enhanced performance in this reaction. In particular, the introduction of B−H bonds into the
photoreduction reaction system can not only generate efficient catalytic active sites but also enhance CO2

adsorption, thus realizing the activation of a CO2 molecule. The photogenerated excitations from the
carbon nitride nanosheet can directionally migrate to B–H bonding, thus preventing the electron-hole
recombination in the g-C3N4 nanosheet and provides long-lived electrons for the reduction of adsorbed
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CO2. This cooperative action of the BIF-20@g-C3N4 composite components boosts its photocatalytic
CO2 conversion efficiency.

Noteworthy, the composite BIF-20@g-C3N4 nanosheet shows a better CO2 uptake as compared
to that of the reference ZIF-8@g-C3N4 composite with the similar structure. This higher CO2

adsorption ability of the BIF-20@g-C3N4 composite may be provided by a high density of B–H
bonds homogeneously distributed in the BIF-20 framework. In addition, B–H bonds can serve as
trapping sites for CO2 adsorption, thus accelerating the kinetic process of CO2 adsorption.

The catalytic performance of the composite BIF-20@g-C3N4 nanosheet was tuned by changing the
g-C3N4 content in it. In particular, the composite photocatalyst with 20 wt.% g-C3N4 loading shows
the optimal catalytic performance, which is much better, i.e., CH4 evolution rate of 15.524 µmol g−1 h−1

(yield of 1.763 µmol) and CO evolution rate of 53.869 µmol g−1 h−1 (yield of 6.117 µmol), than that
of the g-C3N4 nanosheet (CO evolution rate of 5.407 µmol g−1 h−1 and CH4 evolution rate of
1.549 µmol g−1 h−1) and bulk-g-C3N4 (CO evolution rate of 0.441 µmol g−1 h−1 and CH4 evolution rate
of 0.113 µmol g−1 h−1). For the composite ZIF-8@g- C3N4 nanosheet with the same content of g-C3N4

nanosheet (20 wt.%), less efficient catalytic performance (CH4 evolution rate of 3.386 µmol g−1 h−1 and
CO evolution rate of 24.721 µmol g−1 h−1) was found.

The reported results show the superiority of the BIF-based composite catalysts in photocatalytic
CO2 reduction as compared to both graphitic carbon nitride structures and other type zeolite-like
materials, e.g., ZIF matrices.

6. BIFs-Drived Materials

6.1. 2D BIFs-Derived Nanosheet Materials

Along with OER, CO2RR is an important process from ecological point of view, which allows one
to mitigate the negative environmental impact of carbon dioxide [51]. To date, the development of the
efficient catalysts for CO2RR draws a significant attention in the global research community. As a result,
a number of promising catalysts based on noble metals, such as Au and Ag, and non-precious metals,
i.e., Fe, Co, and Ni, were prepared and studied [132,133]. During these investigations, it was established
that increasing the exposure of active sites by transformation of bulk materials into corresponding
ultrathin 2D nanosheets is an efficient strategy [97].

Ultrathin 2D materials have a number of unique properties allowing their advanced performance
and enhanced efficiency as electrocatalysts, stimulating research toward methodologies that support
their preparation. In particular, in addition to an increase of the reactivity and density of the active
sites, enhancing the mass transfer through increasing the surface area, or growing the catalysts into
2D nanosheets with ultrathin thickness, could remarkably enhance the performance of OER catalysts.
An example is producing iron–cobalt oxide nanosheets as efficient OER catalysts [97].

To date, there are only unique literature examples of the use of 2D nanosheets derived from
MOF materials for the electrocatalytic application, i.e., OER and CO2RR [134]. The reason for this
rare preparation of 2D ultrathin MOF-derived nanosheets for the electrocatalysis is an instability of
many MOF structures with required intra- and inter-layer interactions under oxidation conditions.
Moreover, most reported ultrathin MOF nanosheets were prepared by physical or chemical exfoliation
of layered MOF matrices with redox-active metals like Fe. Atomically dispersed active metals may act
not only as inorganic nodes (metal centers) in the metal–organic framework but also as the catalytically
redox-active species [135]. During the electrocatalysis, the redox reactions involving these metal centers
take place, which results in changing their coordination geometry.

In context, boron imidazolate frameworks may provide a promising platform for the development
of 2D nanosheets for the OER and CO2RR processes due to high stability of at least a number of BIF
structures in a broad range of pH values including strong alkaline media.

Very recently, an efficient strategy to prepare ultrathin 2D nanosheet derived from the boron
imidazolate framework BIF-73 (Table 1), which may be utilized as a bifunctional OER and CO2RR
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catalyst [51]. The preparation and utilization of this electrocatalyst is shown in Figure 11. Note that
BIF-73 shows an exceptional stability in a strong alkaline solution at a pH value of 14 for 12 h.
This chemical stability is unattainable for most reported MOF matrices including ZIF structures.
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Figure 11. Schematic illustration of the BIF nanosheets for electrocatalytic application. (a) Scheme of
the synthesis of BIF-73 (red circle: two potential functional OH groups, inset on the SEM of crystal:
the coordination environment of BIF-73). (b) An ultrathin 2D BIF-73 nanosheets as the OER and CO2RR
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For the preparation of BIF-73-derived 2D nanosheets, a two-step strategy is used. It involves
the synthesis of the BIF-73 material under solvothermal conditions. Then according to post-synthetic
modification, the BIF-73 precursor is exfoliated using a liquid ultrasonication method to produce
the nanosheet (BIF-73-NS). The structure of this crystalline material has common features with
2D double hydroxides (LDHs) and transition-metal dichalcogenides that are common catalysts for
electrocatalysis [136]. As compared to these heterogeneous systems, the BIF-73-NS nanosheet catalyst
also has a number of favorable physicochemical characteristics, i.e., the exposure of more ligand-based
hydroxyl groups, enhanced conductivity and improved electrocatalytic activity due to appropriate
active sites.

It is known that well dispersed and even better dispersed on the atomic level Fe3+ ions
demonstrated superior faradaic efficiency (FE) for the electrochemical reduction of CO2 to CO [51].
Thus, for the further optimization of the electrocatalytic properties of the BIF-73-NS material in the
OER and CO2RR processes, well-defined Fe2O3 subunits were incorporated in this host matrix by
mixing with Fe3+ ions.

The hybrid Fe@BIF-73-NS electrocatalyst contains well dispersed ultra-small Fe2O3 fragments
coordinated to the 2D BIF-73-NS matrix. This favorable structure results in an enhanced
performance for the oxygen evolution reaction (OER: lower overpotential with 291 mV at the current
density of 10 mA cm−2) and carbon dioxide reduction reaction (faradaic efficiency of CO reaching
88.6% at −1.8 V vs. Ag/AgCl). Both the theoretical calculations and electron microscopy study reveal
that the superior OER performance of the Fe@BIF-73-NS electrocatalyst is provided by the increased
exposure of the binding sites in the BIF-73-derived nanosheet coordinated with active Fe3+ centers.

Thus, this work provides an efficient strategy for the design of the 2D multifunctional nanosheets
derived from BIF matrices with multipurpose applications for the energy conversion.

6.2. BIFs-Derived Graphitic Materials

An interesting example of the preparation of the graphitic-like material using boron imidazolate
frameworks as precursors is the preparation of the porous borocarbonitride by the direct carbonization
of BIF-36 matrix (Table 1) [47]. This BIF-36 borocarbonitride can be regarded as a multifunctional
material with a number of potential application fields, i.e., it shows fast adsorption for 4-nitrophenol in
the liquid phase and high temperature conductivity.
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In particular, the BIF-36-derived borocarbonitride demonstrates enhanced adsorption ability for
toxic 4-nitrophenol in an aqueous solution under RT conditions. Using this graphitic-like matrix,
the 4-nitrophenol adsorption was completed (99.99%) in 5 min.

Simultaneously, this borocarbonitride material can be used as a conductor at operation
temperatures exceeding 300 ◦C. It was noted that the borocarbonitride material may act as a current
switch due to rapid response–recovery time triggered by the temperature change.

7. Conclusions and Perspectives

At the end of this mini-review, we can compare two members of zeotype matrices,
zeolitic imidazolate frameworks and boron imidazolate frameworks regarding the progress made
in exploring both materials. ZIF structures were developed a bit earlier, namely three years earlier
than the appearance of the BIF structures. However, the endeavors on the ZIFs materials made a
significant progress than the researches related to the BIF materials. The library of the synthesized ZIF
structures is much more numerous than those for boron imidazolate frameworks. It may be associated
with significantly facile and available synthesis of the same ZIF materials allowing one to accomplish
one-step syntheses under different conditions, such as solvothermal procedure, RT and ultrasound-
and MW-assisted techniques. BIFs materials synthesis according to a two-step approach remains more
sophisticated due to the necessity to prepare preliminary the boron imidazolate complexes serving as
building blocks in the BIF structure self-assembly at the second stage.

As the other side of the coin, thanks to the same reason, BIF structures allow one a more predictable
rational design with formation of much more precise target topologies and configurations. The authors
suggest that there is an urgent need to place the BIF materials synthesis “from sky to earth” by extending
the set of the available procedures for their preparation, because it is an obligatory condition for
their successful practical exploitation. An important synthesis route is a MW-assisted procedure as a
promising way to control the crystal sizes and morphology of the BIF materials, which allows one
simultaneously to reduce the reaction time. With this aspect, the need in the development of the simple
and efficient synthesis routes for the boron imidazolate linkers with appropriate targeted functionality
is associated. It should be pointed out that, in terms of the rational design, BIF structures have the
advantage to combine the boron imidazolate linkers (that are needed by definition) with additional
auxiliary linkers with another functionality, such as organic acids according to the important mixed
linkers approach.

The considerations and analysis of the contemporary literature on boron imidazolate frameworks
show that these zeolite-like metal–organic matrices may have promising applications in the modern
fields, such as biomedicine, biorecognition (biosensing) and ecological areas, e.g., CO2 capture and
reductive transformations into value-added products, energy conversion, drinking water remediation
and detoxication. In this context, the increasingly efficient functional BIF materials with new unexplored
properties are highly demanded. For this purpose, a deep study of the stability of the BIF matrices
should be further performed.

However, the relevant literature inspection shows that many BIF structures demonstrate thermal
stability up to 350–380 ◦C under a N2 atmosphere, which is comparable or only a bit lower than reported
for the ZIF matrices. This stability under heating conditions is sufficient for a number of practical
exploitations of BIF materials. On the other hand, several the reported BIF materials retain their
structural integrity in the aqueous solution. In this respect, boron imidazolate frameworks surpass ZIF
matrices, which until recently have been recognized as exceptionally stable metal–organic frameworks.
Actually, ZIF frameworks show good stability in a humid atmosphere. However, inconsistent results
were reported about their stability in aqueous solutions. For instance, it was found that the famous
ZIF-8 structure undergoes a phase shift to a substance with a crystalline, dense structure and a leaf-like
morphology [137].

On the contrary, at least a few known BIF crystalline structures, such as BIF-89 and BIF-101,
remain intact in a broad pH range, from strong acidic to highly alkaline ones. This favorable chemical
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stability could be associated with a number of structural characteristics of these zeotype matrices,
the first being the presence of boron imidazolate linkers. The further enhancement of the chemical
stability of the BIF structures may be provided by existence of two kinds of linkers in some boron
imidazolate frameworks (such as BIF-91), i.e., boron imidazolate complexes and phenylene carboxylate
ligands. Thus, the pending phenylene carboxylate linkers in the pores may increase the density of
the coordination bonds and simultaneously act as rigid auxiliary linkers contributing to the excellent
alkaline resistance of the BIF structures.

The fascinating capability of in situ fabrication of metal nanoparticles directly in the BIF matrices
due to the reductive BH bonds in tripodal boron imidazolate linkers is well documented. Obviously,
it paves the way to the functional or even multifunctional hybrid nanomaterials based on BIF
structures. Despite the perspectivity, the fabrication of other types of BIF-based functional hybrids and
composites remains almost unexplored. Thus, the preparation of these nanomaterials for multipurpose
applications should be promoted. There is an urgent need to highlight more precisely the advantages
of the functional materials based on BIF structures.

The authors believe that the studies in all these directions will open a new era in the rational
design and possible practical exploitation of these fascinating zeolite-like materials.
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